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Every year our machinery is bettered, its weak places repaired, its strong points magnified, our 
weapons sharpened and our hands found more efficient in their use. 
  
Small wonder that somebody recently surveying the pile of perfecting preparations said, “It will 
soon seem as if the Self-Denial effort will go of itself!” 
  
But God forbid that the day should ever dawn when we should rely upon such alone for success, 
for the result would be inevitable defeat. 
  
Just as surely as the massive locomotive is a dead leviathan, and the mighty vessel is a helpless 
hulk without their driving power, so Self-Denial ways and means would spell curse instead of 
blessing without the motive which called the effort into being, and whose beautiful name it bears. 
  
Sacrifices brought Salvation. Supreme love was declared by supreme denial. We can never get 
away from the glorious and wonderful fact that it was heaven sacrificed for earth which sent 
Jesus, and all through thirty-three ministering years, up to its ineffable expression of Golgotha, 
the same spirit breathed, hence to be like our Master, even in the smallest resemblance, we must 
possess and manifest the spirit of Self-Denial.  
  
Sacrifice is the greatest proof a man can offer a scoffing world of the sincerity of his religion. 
Where words are unheard, where creeds are discountenanced, the testimony of a self-effacing 
life, made up of self-forgetting acts is incontrovertible. Earth has no argument to disprove it, hell 
has no obstacle to overthrow it, all heaven is pledged to acknowledge and reward it. 
  
Sacrifice is indispensable to the richness of a soul’s experience. While it is true that Salvation is 
God's gift, the deeper treasures of his grace are discovered by sacrifice. What makes the hoard 
of a rich man so valuable? Not alone the rarity of his possessions, but the price paid for them. 
How long will it take us to learn that it is the experiences for which we have had to pay most, or 
give up most, or perhaps to suffer most, which stand first in wealth of the soul? 
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And so, my comrades, for the honor of our faith, for the spreading of our cause and for the 
enriching of our souls, let us claim and cultivate the spirit of Self-Denial, so that in all our in 
gathering for others we may not lose the harvest of blessing which God has promised shall spring 
from the seed of individual sacrifice. 
 


